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It is shown that graphs which do not have more than 3 mutually uncomparable v rtices for 
the vicinal preorder are strongly perfect. 
DeAnltions. Let  G = (V,  E) be a finite simple graph. The neighbour set of a 
vertex x of G is {y [-{x, y}~E} and is denoted by N(x) .  
The  v ic ina l  preorder associated to G is defined by the following relation on V: 
x<~ y ¢:~ N(x)~_N(y)U{y}.  
We denote by Vk the class of graphs G such that there is no set of (k + 1) vertices 
of G which are mutually uncomparable for the vicinal preorder. 
If each of the induced subgraphs H of G contains an independent set (also 
called stable set by some authors), which meets all the maximal cliques of H, G is 
said to be strongly perfect [2]. 
T l~eorem.  A l l  graphs in V3 are strongly perfect. 
Proof. It is easy to see that if a graph is in V 3 then each of its induced subgraphs i
in V3. 
So to show that V3 is a class of strongly perfect graphs it is sufficient o show 
that every graph G in V3 contains an independent set which meets all the maximal 
cliques in G. 
Furthermore we can restrict our attention to the graphs in V3--V2, because 
V2-gl"aph$ are known [1] to be comparability graphs and hence strongly perfect 
graphs. 
So let G =(V, E) be a graph in Va-V2. By the Dilworth theorem we know that 
there exists a partition of V into three non-empty sets X, Y and Z where 
X={xl,  x2,...,x~}, Y={Yl, Y2,..-, Ym}, Z={zx, z2 , . . . ,  z,} 
and x~ >~ x2 ~ . . . >~ x~, y~>~y2~ >- • "~Ym, z~ >~ z2 ~ " " . >~ z,. 
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Here we need  some notat ions.  
If v =a~ where a •{x, y, z}, ] is called the index of v and is denoted by i(v). 
Remark 1. Let be A • {X, Y, Z}. Let be v • V, and let be a~ • A. We have 
{v, a~}•E => {v, a~}eE for all j • [1 ,  i]. 
So tl~ neighbour set of v in A can be characterized by the number A(v) 
where: 
(~ if v is adjacent at every element in A, 
A(v) = min(i(a); a • A, {a, v}~E) otherwise. 
Remark 2. Let Ae{X,  Y,Z} and let rheA. The set F={a:  aeA,  i(a)>i and 
{a, a~}~E} is an independent set. Furthermore if S is an independent set of G 
containing a~ then S O F is also an independent set of G. 
Now we can begin with the proof of the theorem. Without loss of generality we 
assume that Z(xl)~>Z(yi) and we set a = Y(xl) and/3 = Z(xl). Now let 
S = {xi, y~, za}d{x :x eX  and {x, xl}¢E} 
O{y: ye  Y, {y, y~}~E and i (y)> i(y~)} 
d{z:  z eZ, {z, zo}~E and i (z)> i(za)})-{yo., zoo}. 
We claim that S is an independent set of G which meets all the maximal cliques 
of G and we will prove it in the case where a ~= oc and/3 ~ oc. The other cases are 
quite similar. 
(1) S is an independent set of G. By Remark 2 we just have to prove that 
{xl, y,., za} is an independent set of G. By definition of a and /3 we have that 
{xl, y~}¢E and {Xl, ZB}~E. By assumption we have /3"-Z(Xl)~-Z(yx), and so 
{y~, za}¢E. But yl>~y,, and so we have {y~, zo}~E. 
(2) S meets all the maximal cliques of (3. Let K be a clique such that K f3 S = O, 
so we have 
K ___ {v: v e V, {v, xl}e E} O{y: y e Y, {y, y~} e E, i (y)> a} 
U{z: z ez ,  {z, z }eE, i(z)>/3}. 
Now we shall use the following remark. 
Remttrk 3. Let K be a clique, v a vertex of K and w a vertex such that w ~ v and 
{v, w} e E. Then K U {w} is a clique. 
If K c_ N(x l ) ,  xt  can be added to K to obtain a new cl ique. If not, by Remark  3, 
y~ or z a can be  added to K. So K is not  a max imal  cl ique, and this ends the 
proof. [] 
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Fig. 1. 
Concluding remarks 
The graphs in V4 are known to be perfect [4], but the graph of Fig. 1 is in V 4 
and is not strongly perfect. (Suppose the contrary and let S be an independent set 
meeting all the maximal cliques. Then IS n{xt, Yl, zl, tl}[ = 1 and we can set xl e S. 
We must have Sn{zl, t2}~0 and sn{t l ,  z2}~O and therefore z2eS, t2ES. But 
this is impossible since {z2, t2} e E.) 
Until now, all known strongly perfect graphs were either Meyniel graphs [5] or 
perfectly orderable graphs [3]. 
In Fig. 2 we have a V3-graph which is not Meyniel. To our knowledge the 
following question is unsolved: Is it true that all V3-graphs are perfectly 
orderable? 
Note added in prooh We just learned that Mahadev (c/o Department Com- 
binatorics and Optimization, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario 
N2L 3GI, Canada) has given a positive answer to this question. 
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